Florida Counties

Alachua  Alachua
Baker    Baker
Bay      Bay
Bradford Bradford
Brevard  Brevard
Broward  Broward
Calhoun  Calhoun
Charlotte Charlotte
Citrus   Citrus
Clay     Clay
Collier  Collier
Columbia Columbia
DeSoto   DeSoto
Dixie    Dixie
Duval    Duval
Escambia Escambia
Flagler  Flagler
Franklin Franklin
Gadsden  Gadsden
Gilchrist Gilchrist
Glades   Glades
Gulf     Gulf
Hamilton Hamilton
Hardee   Hardee
Hendry   Hendry
Hernando Hernando
Highlands Highlands
Hillsborough Hillsborough
Holmes   Holmes
Indian River Indian River
Jackson  Jackson
Jefferson Jefferson
Lafayette Lafayette
Lake     Lake

Unknown County

How You Can Help?

Cemetery Surveys
Visit a cemetery, photograph and/or record headstones/graves, for a county

Document Transcriptions
Transcribe/OCR a book, document or article you possess or find online. (Must be public domain material or you must have the author/creator's written permission to place it here. Permission must accompany all copyrighted submissions.)

Provide obituary extractions
These may be current or archived, for your convenience a form has been provided for this purpose at http://www.flgenweb.org/special/obits

Perform Look-Ups
Send us a contact e-mail to be added to the Look Ups Page and a description of the types of lookups you can do, along with the resources available to you.

Adopt a County
Do you have access to county records? Can you make a website? Are you willing to learn? Join The FLGenWeb Project. Complete the application at: http://www.flgenweb.org/volunteers/adopt

http://www.flgenweb.org

Providing links to the past and building bridges to the future

A proud part of
The USGenWeb Project

http://www.usgenweb.org
The FLGenWeb Special Projects

The FLGenWeb African-American Project

The FLGenWeb Cremains Project
Where are the cremains? Why? Share your stories.

Cemetery Database
Records the final resting place of our ancestors

The FLGenWeb Newsletter Exchange Project
To aid Society newsletter editors, presidents and genealogical librarians with the distribution and archiving of Society newsletters.

The FLGenWeb Marriage Database
Marriage records to aid in genealogical research.

The FLGenWeb Native American Project

Obituary Extraction Project
Volunteers add data for family or county.

Florida Surnames Project
Record the migration of Florida families

The history and people of Florida are as varied as the five flags that have flown over our state: Spanish, French, English, Confederate and United States of America.

We have the oldest city in the United States at St. Augustine and the latest adventures at Kennedy Space Center, from which all US manned space flights depart.

Despite a population of about 18 million people, fourth largest and growing, we gain new residents every year. Florida is a dream of rest and retirement for some, opportunity for others, and for some -- our past.

Our purpose is to preserve and educate the public about our rich heritage and to help families discover their ancestors.